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Introduction

Introduction
Over the past decades ultrafast laser pulses have been significant in studying and understanding
many ultrafast procedures. These laser systems are manufactured to excite energy states in
elements via light-matter interactions while the system returns back to equilibrium. Ultrashort
pulses have time duration of femtosecond time scale: shorter duration means better temporal
resolution. The ability to study and understand transient processes in material has been the
motivation behind the development of novel devices for optoelectronic usage.
One of the most used ultrafast techniques is pump probe spectroscopy. The main idea is that the
initial pulse is divided into two pulses the stronger one, the pump and the weaker one, the probe.
The pump beam is used to excite the sample and the probe beam is used to transfer pumpinduced changes in reflection or transmission. White light generation is achieved when the probe
beam is focused in a transparent material and resulting a spectra range. In this work YAG crystal
is used, resulting to infrared spectra range. In a typical pump probe technique Narrow bad pass
filters are used in order to select a wavelength and record data based only on this wavelength. Of
course this is a long process. In this work, narrow band pass filters are replaced with a fast CCD
array. This replacement gives the opportunity to get measurements (for transmission/reflection)
for many wavelengths in one measurement.
Chapter 1 includes some important definitions and phenomena. Optical effects are introduced,
such as linear and nonlinear optical effects, dispersion and also harmonic generation is briefly
explained. Furthermore, a titanium sapphire laser introduction is referred, followed by the theory
of the generation of ultrashort pulses including, mode locking (active, passive), kerr lens mode
locking and also the important technique of Chirped pulse amplification. Moreover, this section
includes an introduction in semiconductors, doping in semiconductors and a brief introduction on
GaAs which is the material used in this work. This chapter closes with an emphasis on ultrafast
spectroscopy on semiconductors and on a description on time resolved spectroscopy.
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Chapter 2 is coming up with experimental set up illustrations. Firstly, there is a description on a
typical pump probe technique including the generation of ultrashort pulses setup and the
presentation of the optical path setup with filters. Afterwards, a detailed emphasis on infrared
pump probe spectroscopic setup is included as well.
Chapter 3 consists of a brief review on ‘free-carrier absorption’ and ‘state filling’ effects which
occur during the experiments. Subsequently, the experimental results gathered by measuring the
differential transmission/reflection for GaAs intrinsic and p-doped for different optical delays
and wavelengths are presented. The experimental data are used to determine the carrier times for
absorption, state filing and relaxation.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Optical Effects
1.1.1 Linear Optical Effects:
Linear optics is one of the most important areas of optics and includes the most basic optical
effects which are: reflection, refraction and diffraction. These effects are applied in many basic
optical materials like lenses, mirrors, diffraction gratings and many others. The linear optical
effects include the following characteristics, when monochromatic light enters a linear optical
system the output of the system will be of the same frequency, if the optical system remains the
same. As an example, if blue light enters a lens, the color will still be blue when it exits the lens.
The fundamental of superposition is well found in linear optical system. Additionally, if the input
light is made more intense, then the output light is more intense but otherwise unchanged.

1.1.2 Nonlinear Optical Effects
Nonlinear optical effects appear when a light beam of high intensity is propagating through
optical materials. In this case, equilibrium states cease to apply; thus, positively charged particles
move in the direction of the field whilst negatively charged particles on the exactly different
direction. Dipole moments are then generated as a result of this common displacement of
positively and negatively charged particles and the element become polarized. The induced
polarization can be noted as the dipole moment per unit volume.

This describes the real

elements, which are anisotropic crystals and linear susceptibility turns to a 3x3 table:
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(𝟏)

(𝟐)

(𝟑)

𝑷𝒊 = 𝜺𝟎 ( ∑𝒊 𝝌𝒊𝒋 𝑬𝒊 + ∑𝒊 𝝌𝒊𝒋𝒌 𝑬𝒊 𝑬𝒋 + ∑𝒊 𝝌𝒊𝒋𝒌𝒍 𝑬𝒊 𝑬𝒋 𝑬𝒌 + ⋯ )

(1.1)

Where P the polarization density, E electrical field, where 𝜒 (𝑛) are the suscebilities of the
medium.
When the magnitude of the electromagnetic field is small, higher order terms do not fit to the
polarization. As a result, the comparison between the magnitude of electromagnetic field and
polarization is almost linear. If a part of higher intensities of light are used polarization
dependence on the electromagnetic field obtains higher order terms. These terms are responsible
for the nonlinear optical effects.

1.1.3 Dispersion
Dispersion is a linear phenomenon which takes place when white light pass through a transparent
medium and the beam is then separated into its component wavelengths. Also, dispersion is the
dependence of refractive index on light frequency. More specifically, transparent elements
exhibit normal dispersion, which means that the refractive index grows with frequency (or
decreases with wavelength). As a result, the speed of light in the element is reversely
proportional to its refractive index. If a pulse passes through a transparent medium its duration
will increase. When passing through the transparent element, for example a prism (figure 1.1),
different colors have different angles. Red photons will exit the element faster, and the blue ones
slower when the medium exhibits normal dispersion. Then a spectrum will be found, since the
wavelength components of white light will divide. The color that presents at the top of the
spectrum is the red because it deviates the least while, on the other hand the violet color deviates
the most and so that it is present at the bottom of the spectrum.
As considered by the ultrafast laser spectroscopy, dispersion could be a fundamental
disadvantage as it is responsible for expanding the ultrashort pulses. To avoid this, optical
constituents for femtosecond beam experiments are customized to be very thin.
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Figure 1.1: The figure above shows the dispersion of white light when passing through a glass
prism. Each color has diﬀerent angle of deviation as shown in the figure [1].

1.1.4 Harmonic Generation
The easiest way to extend the scale of frequencies a laser can have is the Harmonic generation.
Because of the small-scale energy losses that may appear during the procedure enough quantity
of produced light could be obtained for performing time-resolved spectroscopy with efficiency
around 10%. As a result if harmonic generation is applied light can be obtained with frequencies
of ω integers, from a single frequency ω. If an electric field described by a flat electromagnetic
wave is described as follows:
E = 𝑬𝟎 𝒆−𝒊(𝝎𝒕−𝒌𝒛)
where k =

𝟐𝝅
𝝀

,n=

𝝎
𝒄

(1.2)

, also k is the spatial frequency of a wave and n is the wave vector (in one

dimensional case), λ is the wavelength of light and c the speed of light. The second term of the
equation for polarization becomes significant and gives the equation noted below:
𝑷(𝟐) ≈ 𝒆−𝟐𝒊(𝝎𝒕−𝒌𝒛)
11
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This dependence shows that the element creates light waves of twice the frequency of the
incident wave. Differently, this is an occasion of second harmonic generation (SHG), which is
usually called as ‘frequency doubling’. SHG is a nonlinear optical procedure, since it only occurs
at anisotropic materials, given that the second order nonlinear dielectric susceptibility 𝜒 (2) equals
to zero in isotropic elements. This shows that SHG can only appear in media with no inversion
symmetry and vanishes in centre symmetric media. Consequently, this gives the reason why
nonlinear crystals such as BBO or KDP are known for the production of second-harmonic
radiation.

1.2 Ti:Sapphire mode locked laser
1.2.1 Introduction on Titanium Sapphire Laser
Ultrafast pulse sources are of high importance in applications in such various fields such as
ultrafast optoelectronics and ultrafast spectroscopy. The most typical source of ultrafast pulses
for spectroscopy is an ultrafast amplifier laser system. A common ultrafast amplifier laser
system is composed of two laser cavities, a mode locked oscillator and a regenerative amplifier.
The most typical choice of an average gain in an ultrafast laser cavity is a Titanium-doped
sapphire (Ti:Sapphire). Ti: Sapphire is commonly used as a transition-metal-doped-gain medium
for tunable lasers and femtosecond solid state lasers. It was first introduced in the late 80’s soon
after Ti:Sapphire lasers replaced most dye lasers. Furthermore, Titanium lasers can be tuned to
the desired pump wavelength and let one to work with very high pump brightness as a result of
their high beam quality and relatively high output power of several watts.
More specifically, Ti:Sapphire is a solid-state laser medium ideal of being turned over broad
range of near infrared (IR) wave lengths. As a result of its wide absorption band in blue and
green, the energy required for lasing can be provided by a continuous wave (CW) argon ion
laser. Additionally, with accurately chosen optics, the Ti:Sapphire laser offers a range of wave
lengths from 690 nm to 1080 nm, and pulse durations of less than 20 femtoseconds. Solid state
12
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mode-locked lasers create femtosecond light pulses by Kerr lens mode-locking (KLM) and
continuous wave pumping sources. In spite of the wide emission bandwidth, Ti:Sapphire has
high laser cross sections, which decreases the tendency of Ti:Sapphire lasers for Q-switching
instabilities.

Figure 1.2: In the figure above is pictured a part of a Ti: sapphire laser; the bright red light on the
left is the Ti: sapphire crystal; the bright green light is scattered pump light from a mirror. The 800
nm laser light is invisible since it is in the infrared. This laser is a Spectra Physics Tsunami
oscillator, pumped by Millennia at 532 nm [2].

1.2.2 Pulse Generation from Ti:Sapphire
Ultrashort pulses can be generated from Titanium lasers with passive mode locking, normally in
the form of Kerr Lens Mode Locking (KLM). Typical output powers of mode-locked Titanium
Sapphire lasers are of the order of 0.3–1 W, whereas continuous wave versions can create several
watts. A typical pulse repetition rate is 80 MHz which can be used, for example, as frequency
comb sources. For optical frequency metrology, Ti:sapphire lasers with ultrabroad optical spectra
[3,4] are very significant.
Ti:sapphire is usually used for multi-pass amplifiers and regenerative amplifiers. Particularly
with chirped-pulse amplification, such devices can reach enormous output peak powers of
several terawatts, or in large facilities even petawatts. Such high powers are suitable for
nonlinear optics in an extreme regime but also for nuclear fusion research.
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Ti: Sapphire Laser systems range of emission can be widely extended by using nonlinear
frequency conversion. The simplest approach is frequency doubling which helps to access the
ultraviolet, blue and green spectra region. Another method is to pump an optical parametric
oscillator, turning the tuning range in the near spectral region.

1.3 Generation of Ultrashort Pulses
1.3.1 Mode locking
One of the ways to process ultrashort pulse is named Mode-locking. The uncertainty ΔΕΔt≥ħ/2,
indicates that as the ΔΕ is getting greater, that is the pulse widened in frequency range, Δt
becomes shorter at the passing of time. Instead of oscillating independently, each procedure
works with a stable phase between it and the other modes. As an alternative of random or
constant output intensity, the functions of the laser will periodically affect positively each other
by producing an intense burst or pulsed light. Laser pulses take place separated in time by τ =
2L/c, where τ is the time needed for the light to make one round trip in the laser cavity, L is the
length of laser cavity and c the speed of light. The time measured can give the frequency spacing
of the laser, Δf = 1/τ.
In mode locking method a rapid light modulator is needed that can chop the light into periods
with the same length as the round trip. As a result, the photons that allowed to pass within the
modulator in on-state will be amplified and find the modulator in this state at every round trip.
On the other hand, the photons that exist elsewhere in the laser cavity will have losses when they
travel in the modulator. Each time the pulse gets through the modulator is shorten more in time.
Nevertheless, while the pulse is decreasing in time, the efficiency of the modulator is reducing.
Steady state will be achieved when the time duration of the pulses will be stabilized.
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Figure 1.3: Optical Cavity of Mode Locking. In the optical cavity there are all the modes with
identical the interaction between them result an ultrafast pulse that travels out of the cavity to the
laser system.
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1.3.2 Active mode locking
Active mode-locking is based on the periodic modulation of the resonator losses, mode-locking
is succeeded with a modulator, i.e. an acousto-optic modulator placed in the laser cavity (figure
1.5). The idea of active mode-locking is based on modulating resonator losses and allows the
pulse to exit the laser cavity only when the losses are minimum. While the pulse is exiting the
cavity, the wings of the pulse experience a little attenuation. This results to pulse shrinking in
each round trip. It should be noted that the round-trip gain is quite negative for the wings and
slightly positive for the pulse centre. This process finishes when the pulse shortening is offset by
other effects such as chromatic dispersion. Active mode-locking requires perfect synchronisation
of the modulation with the resonator round- trip, which can be achieved by using a frequency
modulator.

1.3.3 Passive Mode Locking
Passive mode locking can be achieved by incorporating a saturable absorber with suitable
characteristics into the laser resonator (figure 1.5). On the other hand, the incorporation of the
absorber may lead to passive Q switched mode locking, or to some noisy mode operation, if the
properties of the absorber are not ideal.
When the pulse hits the saturable absorber it temporarily reduces the losses. Furthermore, the
laser in steady state can be saturated to a degree which compensates the losses for the circulating
pulse. Any light of lower intensity incident on the absorber will experience losses which are
greater than the gain (figure 1.4). The absorber can suppress any weaker pulses and continuous
background light. It is noted that the absorber attenuates the pulse continuance which in steady
state will balance other consequences which affect the length of the pulse.
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Figure 1.4: Time related transformation of optical power and losses in a passively mode-locked
laser with saturable absorber. The faster will be the loss, as shorter the pulse becomes. The gain
stays approximately constant [5].

Compared to the active mode locking, the method of passive mode locking permits the
generation of ultrashort pulses, because the saturable absorber followed by already short pulses
can regulate the resonator losses more easily than any electronic modulator. The faster the loss
modulation gets, the shorter the circulating pulse becomes.
The case where the pulse generation process starts automatically after switching on the laser is
called self-starting mode locking. In many situations the saturable absorber can also start the
mode locking process. Normally, the laser starts to function in a more or less continuous way,
with significant variations of the laser intensity. In every resonator cycle, the saturable absorber
will select the light which has higher intensities. After many cycles, only one pulse will remain,
however self–starting is not always achieved. Normally, slow absorbers are more acceptable for
self-starting mode locking compared to the fast absorbers.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic set up of active and passive mode locking.
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1.3.4 Kerr Lens Mode Locking
Kerr Lens Mode Locking (KLM) is a technique for mode locking a laser, exploiting nonlinear
self-focusing. More specifically, KLM is a technique of passive mode locking a laser, using a
spurious saturable absorber based on Kerr Lensing in the gain medium (figure 1.6). This causes a
decrease in the beam size for high optical intensities. This can successfully take place as a fast
saturable absorber with the help of the two mechanisms:
•

In the occasion of hard aperture (KLM), the Kerr Lens decreases the optical losses at an
aperture which the beam should get through in each resonator cycle.

•

In the occasion of soft aperture KLM, the Kerr Lens shows a superior cover up of laser
and pump beam, and leads to a stronger gain for the peak of the pulse. That expansion of
gain has an alike effect as a reduction of losses.

Figure 1.6: Schematic of Kerr-lens mode-locking in a laser medium. (a) soft-aperturing; (b) hardaperturing. The red beam is high intensity (pulsed) radiation. The blue beam is low intensity (CW)
radiation (the positive lens after the gain medium actually corresponds to an intracavity curved
mirror) [6].
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KLM has authorized the production of the shortest pulses with time durations down to 5
femtoseconds in Titanium Sapphire lasers. Its brawn lies in the very quick reaction and the fact
that no specific saturable absorber medium is needed. The principle disadvantage is the
requirement to get the laser near to a stability limit of its resonator, otherwise the effect is too
weak. As a result, long term stable operation is hard to find, and the resonator design is a hard
task. In addition, reliable self-starting mode locking is usually difficult to achieve. Regularly
such lasers begin in a noisy operation mode after being turned on and change to mode-locked
operation only after an outside trigger.

1.3.5 Chirped-pulse Amplification
Chirped-pulse Amplification (CPA) is a technique which is used to amplify pulses to very strong
optical intensities and at the same time avoid extravagant nonlinear pulse or visual damage. In
amplifiers for ultrashort optical pulses, optical peak intensities can become very high, and can
cause harmful nonlinear pulse deformity or even damage of the gain medium or of some other
optical material. This can be successfully averted by using the method of CPA, which was
initially developed in the area of radar technology [3].
Before passing through the amplifier medium, the pulses are chirped and time-related extended
to a much longer duration by means of a powerfully dispersive section. This decreases the peak
strength to a level where the above-mentioned harmful consequences in the gain medium are
avoided. In the meantime, a compressor with exactly different dispersion is used for the removal
of the chirp and compresses the pulses to a common duration similar to the input pulse duration.
As the peak intensity becomes very strong at the compressor, the beam diameter on the
compressor grating has to be sizeable (figure1.7).
The chirp of an optical beam is normally known as the time affected from the immediate
frequency. More specifically, a chirp is known as positive if lower frequency light goes ahead of
higher frequency light and otherwise, negative if the opposite holds. The definition of Group
Velocity Dispersion (GVD) is equivalent to the chirpiness of an element. On the other hand,
when the dispersion is unstable, group velocity is no longer a measure of wave-packet velocity.
20
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Equation (1.1) represents the dependence of group velocity on wavelength, (D is the dispersion
parameter).
D=

2𝜋𝑐 𝜕𝑘 2
𝜆

*𝜕𝜔2

Where, λ is the wavelength, c the speed of light and

(1.1)
𝜕𝑘 2
𝜕𝜔 2

is the measure of the chromatic

dispersion.
The increase of laser peak power and intensity has been one of the most important disadvantages
for laser evolution, this drive to the generation of Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA).
Nowadays, a modern CPA laser contains: a femtosecond oscillator, amplifier, stretcher, focusing
system and compressor. Seed pulses are normally originated from a Kerr-mode-locked ultrashort
pulse oscillator. These femtosecond pulses are then chirped by applying a time delay line
including of a diffraction grating arrangement or a stretcher. The pulse is decreasing its peak
power by stretching the time duration from 100 femtoseconds to 100 picoseconds. At this stage
the energy of the pulse is increased.
There are two different types of amplifiers: the regenerative amplifiers and the multi-pass
amplifiers. In this experimental configuration, we used a regenerative amplifier. Some
characteristics of a regenerative amplifier are low output energy level, around 1 μJ, several
passes through the laser medium, high amplification factor and spectral bandwidth narrowing.
Afterwards, a negative chirp is produced by a compressor. When the pulse is very energetic a
second grating pair is applied to re-compress the pulse back to femtosecond time duration.
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Figure 1.7: Chirped Pulse Amplification [7].
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1.4 Doping in semiconductors
The change of an intrinsic semiconductor to extrinsic is named semiconductor doping. This
process introduces impurity atoms to an intrinsic semiconductor. These atoms come from a
different material than that of the semiconductor. The impurity atoms operate as donors or
acceptor atoms and they change the electron and hole population of the semiconductor based on
the effect they have on it.
Donor impurities have many valence electrons in their atoms. They ‘donate’ their extra electrons
to an intrinsic semiconductor’s conduction band thus; they transfer excess electrons to the
semiconductor. As a result, the electron carrier concentration (𝑛0 ) of the semiconductor turns the
semiconductor to n-type. The n-type semiconductors consist of more electrons and fewer holes,
so the term n-type refers to the negative charge of the electron. These semiconductors are created
by doping an intrinsic semiconductor via electron donor material during manufacture. On the
other hand, acceptor impurities have fewer valence electrons in their atoms. As a consequence,
they ‘accept’ electrons from a semiconductor’s valence band, resulting to an excess of holes in
the semiconductor. The hole concentration of the semiconductor (𝑝0 ) turns the semiconductor to
p-type. A p-type semiconductor consist more holes and fewer electrons, so the term p-type
comes from to the positive charge of hole. In this work p-doped semiconductor (GaAs p-doped)
is used for experimental analysis.
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1.5 Introduction on Gallium Arsenide -GaAs
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) is an equal combination semiconductor of two elements, Gallium (Ga)
and Arsenic (As) (figure 1.8). It is a member of a group of semiconductors called as the III-V,
based on the periodic table. Furthermore, Gallium Arsenide crystallizes in the lattice with the
gallium and arsenic atoms each reserving sites on one of the two face-centered-cubic lattices that
compose this structure.

Figure 1.8: It can be noted that every arsenic atom has four gallium close neighbors and every
gallium atom has four arsenic close neighbors structured in a tetrahedral form [8].

Gallium Arsenide was the first material in which the phenomenon of transferred electron effect
was discovered for the first time. This enabled the production of negative resistance Gunn
diodes. Also, it was the first compound of semiconductor to extend the frequency of function of
active devices beyond what was possible with Si [8]. Additionally, GaAs has stronger saturated
electron drift velocity and decreased field mobility than Si. This means we can have faster
devices. The energy gap of GaAs is around 1.43 eV at 300 K.
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GaAs is III-V compound with direct-gap semiconductor with the Ga and As included in the third
and fifth column of the periodic table. The direct band gap characteristics of GaAs in
combination with the availability of high quality materials has turn GaAs the sample in studying
ultrafast carrier and phonon dynamics. Nowadays, this material is principal on optoelectronics
and high-speed electronics. Additionally, a fundamental part of laser diodes and optically active
devices have been grown with bulk GaAs and GaAs quantum-wells. GaAs has a cubic form and
does not exhibit inversion symmetry. The conduction band has a minimum at points L, X and Γ
have almost the same energy. GaAs is almost an indirect-gap semiconductor (figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: Shows the band structure of GaAs [9].
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1.6 Ultrafast Spectroscopy of Semiconductors
Since the 1960s optical spectroscopy has supplied invaluable information on many different
aspects of semiconductors, such as the electronic band structure, phonons, excitation spectra of
electrons and holes, and the characteristics of defects, surfaces, and interfaces. Femtosecond
spectroscopy with shorter pulses combined with the progress in theoretical modeling of
dynamical processes in semiconductors on these timescales has shown the way to a correct
understanding of many physical phenomena, such as the excitation of coherent super positions
and correlated dynamics. By using femtosecond and picosecond pulsed lasers, spectroscopy has
become a reliable way to explore these characteristics.
Ultrashort pulses usage has made the first step to many new discoveries in important
semiconductor mechanisms related to carrier dynamics. Following the creation of the ultrafast
laser, particularly the Ti-sapphire self-mode locking laser, ultrafast carrier dynamics have been
reviewed and examined in the content of semiconductor systems. In order to study this kind of
dynamics, it is significant that pulses have a limited timeframe compared to the timeframe of the
dynamics.
Ultrafast spectroscopy of semiconductors has resulted in many new developments in the content
of semiconductors and in several optoelectronic and electronic devices [10]. Thermal equilibrium
is disrupted when an ultrafast laser pulse affects a semiconductor. A carrier distribution is
created by: (i) a degree of (quantum) coherence [11, 12], (ii) both anisotropic and isotropic
momentum space components [13, 14], and (iii) a non-thermal energy distribution [15, 16, 17,
18].
Carrier-carrier scattering and carrier-phonon scattering relaxes/diminishes these components in
many, subsequent, ways: (i) on a timescale of a few tens of femtoseconds, the coherence ceases
to exist and the anisotropic components relax, resulting in an isotropic, incoherent distribution in
momentum space [11, 12, 14], (ii) on a timescale of 100 to 200 fs, the non-thermal energy
location becomes thermalized, but is still hot [15, 16, 23], (iii) the energy distribution cools close
to the initial sample temperature on a timescale of a few ps [20]. (iv) a fully equilibrated state is
re-created upon a longer timescale where the excited carriers manage to recombine within the
energy gap. In a sample with QDs, the excited carriers can be apprehended by the QDs and
26
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wetting layer, enabling the final recombination procedure. From a technological viewpoint, the
capturing of excited carriers by the QDs is significant since they can participate in visual
transitions linked with light detection or lasing.

1.6.1 Laser Techniques in the spectrum of Semiconductors
Many ultrafast laser techniques are broadly used to examine carrier dynamics in the spectrum of
semiconductors. Pump probe spectroscopy is the most common technique that is used for the
investigation of carrier dynamics. In the pump probe spectroscopy technique, the laser pulses are
allocated in two parts, pump and probe. The sample under investigation is initially excited by
pump pulses and then interrogated via the use of the probe pulses, which are delayed in time
regarding the pump pulses. The above technique is divided into two main techniques: the probe
beam is either transmitted or reflected from the sample under investigation. Also, time resolved
THz spectroscopy uses ultrafast femtosecond lasers and functions in a similar way to pumpprobe spectroscopy. The optical beam is divided in two parts, the pump and the probe. The
pump beam hits a terahertz photoconductive emitter and it releases a radiation in the THz region.
The THz radiation is conveyed via the sample. The probe beam gates the detector, whose
response is analogous to the amplitude and the sign of the electric field of the THz-pulse. By
varying the visual route between the pump and probe beam, information and data about the
amplitude and phase of THz signals is attained.
Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is a technique in which emission of radiation is inferred
by the optical excitation of the sample. Conventional PL spectroscopy is based on the capacity of
the emission spectrum at fixed and stable wavelength of exciting radiation. Followed a timeresolved emission, the signal is determined as a function of the time delay following the
excitation laser pulse.
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1.6.2 Carrier Dynamics in Semiconductors
In a direct optical absorption, a quantum of light from the laser pulse is absorbed by an electron,
thus making a transition from the valence band to the conduction band. This leads to the creation
of a hole in the valence band. After the optical excitation, electrons and holes undergo
dimensional and fleeting progress with typical times which depend on the various relaxation
methods [10].
Firstly the excitation energy is transmitted completely to the carriers, resulting to the
development of non equilibrium carrier densities with precise momentum states and elevated
carrier temperatures. As the system develops towards equilibrium there is momentum and energy
relaxation. Momentum relaxation happens on a femtosecond time scale through elastic and
inelastic scattering. During this, the scale carrier–carrier scattering of the electrons-holes, leads
in Coulomb thermalization and allows the electron-hole system to be characterized by a Fermi–
Dirac allocation. In addition, electron-hole scattering eventually conveys the two distributions
into the state of thermal equilibrium. Initially the energy relaxation of carriers happens through
the diffusion of optical phonons. For the holes this interaction requires optical phonons created
close to the center of the Brillouin zone.
A femtosecond laser can provide a temporal resolution which is needed for the time resolved
spectroscopy measurements giving a significant insight into the relaxation of photo-generated
carriers.
Photon energy is given to the carriers when a semiconducting element is photo excited. As a
result, non-equilibrium carriers are generated, with different temperatures and a well-known
phase relation between them and the electromagnetic field of the pulse. The carriers which are
photogenerated will get through some levels of energy relaxation and dimensional reposition and
afterwards they will return back to the equilibrium state. These processes are temporally resolved
using various ultrafast spectroscopic techniques.
The evolution of photogenerated carriers back to equilibrium may be divided into four different
regimes, a) the coherent regime, b) the non-thermal regime, c) the hot-carrier regime and d) the
isothermal regime.[21, 22]. It should be noted that unalike regimes maybe overlapped but not
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permanently. Additionally, carrier relaxation times affected on some parameters like, the energy
band structure, the carriers density and the lattice temperature.

Coherent Regime
In this occasion the excitation of semiconducting elements by ultrashort pulses causes a
macroscopic polarization of the system. At the beginning this polarization has a phase
relationship with the electromagnetic field of the pulses. Afterwards, a momentum relaxation
begins on a femtosecond time scale by an elastic and inelastic scattering between the carriers. As
a result the phase relations and correlation among carriers gets destroyed.

Non-Thermal Regime
After the coherent regime, carriers will obtain excess energy leading to a nonthermal distribution
between carriers. The carriers cannot be described by Fermi-Dirac statistics with a known
temperature. In non-thermal, carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering lead to redistribution of
the carriers inside the valence and the conduction band, resulting to thermalization between
carriers.

Hot-Carrier Regime
The processes that take part in non-thermal regime results in a thermalized distribution between
carriers, the temperature of carriers is higher than that of the lattice, as a result the carriers are
named “hot”. Afterwards, in the hot-carrier regime, the carriers export their excess energy within
carrier-phonon interaction. Additionally, intravallley scattering can be noticed in this time scale.
In the option of phonon scattering, optical phonons are emitted when subband spacing is above
the longitudinal optical photon energy in times in the order of 1-2 ps. In other words, carriers
may relax by emitting acoustic phonons; these photons can be noticed in longer time scales
between 10-100 ps.

Isothermal Regime
Afterwards, carriers and lattice are shown with the same temperature. In isothermal regime the
electron-hole pairs reconnect within radiative or non-radiative procedures and in the end carriers
return to equilibrium. The excitonic recombination or band to band recombination takes place in
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the nanosecond (ns) time scale for semiconductors with direct band gap. On the other hand,
materials with indirect band gap, carriers recombine by non-radiateve procedures in a time that
achieves values in the microsecond (μs) or even millisecond (ms) time scale. These states are
named as shallow donor states, midgap states and deep acceptor states change importantly the
recombination mechanisms in the element.
The radiative efficiency of a direct band gap semiconductor from the band edge is suppressed at
room temperature, as a result of the great increase of the non-radiative centres. Furthermore, the
extrinsic radiative recombination can be the reason to forbid band edge photoluminescence.
Usually, these transitions occur within shallow donor states and deep level states. For radiative
recombination procedures from the band edge that take place in room temperatures, high quality
crystals are needed.
Brightness of a semiconductor with above band gap energy photons results in the transformation
of large unbalanced carrier densities and increased carrier temperatures.[23]Count on the
temporary fluence and the photon energy of the laser radiation in addition to particle densities
several orders of magnitude above the balanced value may be reached and carrier temperatures
of several thousand degrees may be achieved. On the other hand, this will affect many
macroscopic characteristics, for example, those governing the optical properties of the system.
Part of the light radiation incident on a semiconductor is reflected and part of it arrives to the
solid where some of it is absorbed and the rest transmitted.[24] Linear absorption takes place
when the photon energy is larger than the fundamental energy gap of the semiconductor[25,26].
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1.7 Time Resolved Absorption Spectroscopy
Time resolved absorption is the most common experimental technique used to investigate the
ultrafast carrier dynamics. Specifically, this technique was developed to categorize the different
types of elements including organic or inorganic compounds, metallic and semiconducting
elements in bulk and in nanostructures.
The changes in transmission and reflection are investigated as a result of the time relation
between the pump and probe pulses. Afterwards these changes are used to calculate the time
duration of the absorption change. The absorption changes are a consequence of the high
resistant excitation. Carriers from the valence band are excited to higher energy states, e.g.
conduction band and defect states. The pulse duration used is longer than the discharging times
of carriers in semiconducting elements, the consequences are ignored and the response of the
system reflects the population of the states of carriers. Detailed information including relaxation
times, the kind of the transition that takes place and the type of states that are involved are
obtained.
As noted, there are two types of time-related absorption quantities that can be measured. Briefly,
measurements are taken based on the degenerate absorption change, in this occasion the pump
and probe pulses have exactly the same wavelength. In this situation, the radius of the pump
stimulates the carriers in a higher energy states and the beam catheter detects the carriers’
development in the identical states. More details can be gathered based on the carrier dynamics
using non-degenerate absorption change measurements, when the two pulses have unlike
wavelengths. On the other hand, the detected and excited states take place in unlike states of the
material energy band structure. Additionally, if the varieties of different probe wavelengths are
utilized, then the development of carriers from different levels of the band can be investigated
and measurements about the photo excited carrier relaxation over the whole band gap can be
acquired.
Time-resolved absorption information can be obtained as a function of many characteristics such
as photon energy for carrier excitation in unlike energy levels, non-permanent flow of the pump
beam to create unlike solidity of photo excited carriers and probing wavelength to investigate
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carriers at unlike energy states. The temporal pulse width of the high-speed laser is the time limit
resolution of these experiments.
The initial wavelength of the pulses from an ultrafast amplifier is usually not ideal for the study
of many semiconducting elements. Additionally, it is important to have access to a wide spectral
range for pump and probe pulses to achieve a complete set of information about the dynamics of
the carriers. A method which allows a wide range of wavelengths is the generation of super
continuum white light generation. Moreover, to create femtosecond pulses, white light can be
easily created by high focusing of a few μJ of energy into a variety of elements, for example
quartz and sapphire. White light creation is mostly based on a nonlinear optical effect, well
known as self phase modulation.
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2.1 Pump Probe Technique
The temporal spectroscopy is a pump-probe technique which contains two laser pulses. This
method is suitable for the investigation of relaxation steps in a femtosecond time scale. The
major aspect of this technique is that an ultrashort laser beam is separated into two pulses. The
pump pulse stimulates the sample to excite it into a non-equilibrium condition. It is required that
the pulse contains high-intensity in order to excite the dynamical steps successfully. In the
meantime, the entire system should be in a relaxation mode to achieve a new balance state. The
probe pulse (second pulse) comes to count the process of relaxation and discover any changes in
the transmission or reflection properties of the sample (figure 2.1). The probe pulse must have
low intensity to avoid perturbation of the sample properties.
The two beams follow separate optical paths with respect to one another. The specific arrival
time of the probe pulse is known accurately and can be modified by a high precision motorized
translation stage. Therefore, the probe pulse hits the beam with an alterable delay compared to
the pump pulse. Thereafter, the initial probe beam modifies the sample, because the incident
pump beam changes the sample characteristics. These changes can be noticed from the
monitoring the probe signal as a consequence of the time delay to get information about the
carrier dynamics of the sample created by the pump pulse.
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Figure 2.1: A simplified typical pump probe technique is illustrated. The incident ultrafast
laser pulse is divided to a pump beam and probe beam with a variable delay (Δt) between
them. The pump beam excites the sample and the probe beam detects the changes caused
by the pump beam.
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2.2 Pump Probe Set up
2.2.1 Generation of Ultrafast Laser Pulses System
The experimental set up for pump-probe technique includes various laser systems. The initial
laser is called “Millennia” and is a continuous wave solid state laser emitting light at 532 nm
pumped by a laser diode. The next laser which takes part is called as “Tsunami”; Tsunami is a
femtosecond laser oscillator which is mainly controlled from a Titanium Sapphire crystal which
is mode-locked using the Kerr-lens effect. Additionally, this laser generates 100 femtosecond
pulses with a repetition rate of 100 MHz, one pulse per 10 nanoseconds. Subsequently, the main
pulse of emission is 806 nm and assembles around 3nJ per pulse. In order to make noticeable
changes on the material we need to amplify this energy by using the “Spitfire” ultrafast amplifier.
Spitfire is based on Chirped Pulse amplification.
Meanwhile the 100 fs pulse enters the Spitfire and the scope is to broaden the pulse. The
necessity to stretch the pulse comes from the need to exclude the high energy peaks which can
cause optical damage and inaccuracy in the experimental results. Furthermore, as the stretched
pulse moves is amplified 106 times from a Q-switched laser named, “Empower”. The Empower
features a repetition rate of 1 kHz and also emits at 527 nm with 15 W average power.
Afterwards light travels through it using Pockels cells which act as fast optical switches.
Furthermore, 1000 per 100000 pulses per second are synchronized because of Millenia and
Tsunami repetition rate (1 kHz and 100 MHz), as a consequence amplified around 106 times as it
rotates in the optical cavity for several times, gaining energy in each round trip and finish the
round trip until saturation gain appears. Subsequently, the pulse is left the cavity is recompressed
to its original duration (100 femtosecond) with greater diameter than previously from 1 μm to 1
cm. Finally, the outcome pulses have energy of 1 μJ per pulse with time duration of 100 fs.
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Figure 2.2: Generation of ultrafast laser pulses system.

2.2.2 Optical Path with filters
The conventional pump-probe setup follows the laser system (figure 2.3). The generated pulse
needs to be divided using a beam splitter into the pump and the probe beam. Pump beam travels
through a λ/2 plate before a polarizer; as a consequence, it is controlled into a BBO (Beta Barium
Borate) crystal, where second harmonic generation takes place. Then a second harmonic
generation process takes place (frequency doubling). According to this, the pump pulse is at
acentral wavelength of around 400 nm, (from the 800 nm fundamental), which is the ideal for
this setup.
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On the other hand, the probe beam travels different path. It is important that the pump and probe
beam cover the same optical distance before they reach the sample so that an accurate motorized
transitional stage manages the modification of the probe path length to achieve the required time
delay between them. The alteration has resolution around 1 μm. Meanwhile, the probe is
temporally delayed in relation to the pump beam. A fraction of the probe beam energy of the
order of some μJ is focused into a Ti:Sapphire crystal using the right focus lens. As a
consequence, white light is produced, covering the spectral range around 400 nm to 1000 nm.
Nevertheless, the fundamental 800 nm component is stronger than the rest components of white
light. A notch filter needs to be placed after the white light generation to balance the intensity
between 800 nm and the other components. This filter transmits most frequencies and highly
reflects light of the range 795 nm -815 nm.
The needed probing wavelength must be picked and, for this bandpass filters are required in the
probe path, so many excitation states can be probed. Additionally, these filters transmit a wellknown wavelength range of light and reflect the unwanted region. bandpass filters are the exact
opposite of notch filters. In these filters are included to reflecting stacks, divided from a spacer
layer. These reflecting stacks are consisted from alternating layers of high and low reflective
index components, which can have a reflectance almost one hundred percent. Changing the
thickness of the spacer layer and/or the number of reflecting layers, the main wavelength and
bandwidth of the filter can be varied. In consequence they let the desirable wavelengths to pass
and probe the sample.
The pump and probe beams are focused on the same point on the sample. In order to make sure
that the pump pulse is spatially controlled to have a diameter at least two times the diameter of
the probe beam. The probe beam experiences transmission and reflection modifications from the
pump beam. These changes are calculated using lock-in amplifiers with reference to an optical
intensity modulator (an optical chopper) of the pump beam.
An optical chopper is a plate with a chopper blades circling at 30 Hz frequency which
periodically cuts a light beam. It controls the signal which in the end arrives at the lock-in
amplifier, thus noise can be reduced and higher amount of signal is amplified. A lock-in
amplifier erases noise signals and prevents the noise from affecting the measurement. Lastly, the
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signal is collected using Labview, which is a digital based program. Labview controls many
experimental parameters, one of them is translation stage movement.

Figure 2.3: Typical experimental set up of time resolved pump-probe experiment.
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2.3 Infrared Spectroscopic Pump probe set up
This section describes one of the most practical processes to accomplish a broad range of
wavelengths in only one experimental measurement. The process mentioned in the previous
section is based on the selection of only one probe wavelength, using bandpass filters, to
investigate the changes caused by the pump laser. Obviously the typical pump probe technique is
a long process because allows for only one wavelength for each measurement. In a spectral range
of 900 nm – 1.6 μm, which is the range of infrared white light wavelengths consisting the probe
pulse, even taking one measurement per 100 nm requires a long time. Lastly, in this thesis, a
pump probe system with a fast CCD array is used to simultaneously achieve a measurement over
a wide range of wavelengths in only on experimental cycle.
In the new infrared pump probe system bandpass filters, Notch filters, detectors and lock-in
amplifiers are replaced with a dispersive prism, a CCD array and a YAG crystal to achieve
wavelengths at the infrared spectrum of white light (900nm – 1.6μm). In order to decrease noise
the optical chopper which is located in the pump optical path is now set to rotate at 500. Half the
pulses of the initial pump are allowed to pass through the optical chopper and arrive to the
sample, this means that each probe pulse which hits the sample experiences the changes made by
the unblocked pump pulse. On the other hand, when a probe pulse reaches the sample while the
pump pulse is blocked, does not ‘get’ any change and so remains the same as the initial probe
pulse. These probe pulses are recognized as the background pulses because they do not transfer
any information about the carrier dynamics of the sample; they describe the initial condition of
the system. It should be noted that the Labview program is set to calculate the difference of
those two pulses, i.e. the modified and the unmodified probe pulse.
A significant noise reduction can be achieved in this alternative method of pump probe technique
by considering that the difference of two successive pulses corresponds close to the actual
change of the probe beam. As a result, the program averages the difference of each out coming
pair of pulses; this is controlled by the system’s duration and can be any number of seconds
while the program is averaging the pulses. For this experiment, the system takes measurements
for 30 seconds while the averaging is repeated 500 times/second, since there are 500 pulse pairs
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per second. Thus, the final result has been averaged 15,000 times that leads to the determination
of the actual changes of the probe pulse before and after hitting the sample, while a great amount
of noise is reduced.
A Charged Coupled Device (CCD) is an integrated circuit which contains an array of 1024 pixels
etched onto a silicon substrate. The pixels are two-dimensional light sensitive materials of 3 μm
thickness and spaced less than 1 μm between them. Each pixel included in the CCD array
operates as a photo diode and detects different wavelength while all of them function at the same
time, covering wide range of spectrum simultaneously. For this reason, each detector needs to be
calibrated in order to distinguish the various wavelengths.
After the probe beam hits the sample, the beam follows an optical path with lenses and reaches
the dispersive prism. Afterwards it passes through a spherical focusing mirror followed by an
optical intensity filter in order to reflect (not absorb) an amount of high intensity and avoid signal
saturation. The beam then arrives at the CCD array. Photons incident on its surface generate
charge that can be detected and finally, the Labview program gathers all the
reflection/transmission data for each wavelength for the infrared spectrum which corresponds to
a specific time delay. Before each experimental measurement calibration needs to be done
(figure 2.4). A bandpass wheel is placed after the probe beam that hits the sample and before the
dispersion prism in order to calibrate the several wavelengths on the CCD detectors.
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Figure 2.4: Spectroscopic infrared pump probe set up.
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In this Chapter, the experimental measurements will be analyzed in order to obtain information
about the carrier dynamics of the sample, using the infrared spectroscopic pump probe set up.
The samples used in this work are intrinsic and p-doped Gallium Arsenide (GaAs).
Before the experimental analysis, a reference will precede about ‘state filling’ and ‘free carrier
absorption’ effects. In general, an initial fast increase or decrease is observed in the differential
transmission signal, which is usually followed by a much longer recovery towards equilibrium.
The sign of the differential transmission, positive or negative, is due to ‘state filling’ or ‘freecarrier absorption’ effects, respectively. These two effects may occur at the same time but only
the strongest affects the transmission signal.

3.1 ‘State filling’ and ‘free carrier absorption’
effects
3.1.1 ‘State filling’
Photo-generated carriers occupy energy states and cause a positive change in the probe
transmission signal and a negative change in photo-induced absorption, indicating a ‘state filling’
effect. This occurs when the photon energy of the excitation (pump) pulse is greater than the
energy band gap of the semiconducting element. The carriers are generated when the pump pulse
reaches the sample and afterwards electrons are excited from the VB to the CB when time delay
is close to Δt = 0 ps, thus the probe beam has to do with the remaining carriers in the VB. As a
consequence, the most of free electrons and photo-generated carriers are found in the CB at a
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time delay close to Δt ≈ 0 ps. When probe wavelengths are very close to the excitation
wavelength the transmission signal appears to be maximum.
At Δt > 0 ps the population of occupied conduction states reduces because some carriers leave
the energy states. On the other hand, the probe beam excites carriers because there are more
available states in the conduction band. Even less carriers are seen in the conduction band, when
time delays Δt >> 0 ps, consequently the probe beam excites more carriers. The probe beam
arrives earlier than the pump beam on the sample when ∆t < 0 ps, and this means that no carriers
have been excited, thus no change in the transmission signal is observed [4].

Figure 3.1: Carrier evolution in semiconducting material explaining the state ﬁlling eﬀect.
(A) At time delay around ∆t ≈ 0 ps the pump beam excites electrons from the valence band
into the conduction band and so the probe beam has to do with the remaining carriers in
the valence band. (B) At Δt > 0 ps the population of occupied conduction states reduces
because some carriers leave the conduction states. (C) At times ∆t >> 0 ps even less carriers
are found in the conduction band thus a greater number of carriers can be excited by the
probe beam. [4]
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3.1.2 ‘free carrier absorption’
When free carriers are excited from an already excited probe state to another unoccupied state of
greater energy in the same band, the signal of transmission has negative change and positive
change in absorption; this implies ‘free carrier absorption’. The probe beam generates low
energy photons which give extra energy to the free carriers, thus at positive time delays ∆t ≈ 0 ps
a significant number of carriers is excited to the conduction band via the pump beam while the
probe beam creates secondary absorption of carriers at higher energy states. This corresponds to
the positive change of absorption and implies the negative change in the transmission signal.
At time delays Δt > 0 ps, the probe beam effect on absorption decreases, thus a number of
carriers leave the probed states and as a result the transmission signal is getting less negative and
absorption is getting less positive than before. The absorption/ transmission signal turns zero at
time delays Δt >> 0 ps, because the number of carriers left in the conduction band is not enough
to be excited by the probe beam.
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Figure 3.2: Carrier evolution in semiconducting material explaining the free carrier
absorption effect. (A) At time delay Δt≈0 large number of carriers is excited to the
conduction band via the pump beam while the probe beam creates secondary absorption of
carriers at higher energy states. (b) At Δt > 0 ps, the probe beam effect on absorption
decreases, thus a number of carriers leave the probed states. (c) At times Δt >> 0 ps, only a
few number of carriers still exist in conduction band states and therefore a small number
of carriers will be excited by the probe beam.[4]

3.2 Analysis of Infrared Pump Probe
Transmission / Reflection Measurements
This section consist data analysis, experimental results along with a small discussion on each
experimental data gathered in this work. In order to obtain experimental measurements for this
work; two types of GaAs samples are used, intrinsic and p-doped. The effects reported in the
previous section are very important since, they change the dielectric functions and affecting the
CCD reflection and transmission measurements. The data illustration will be shown in 3D
graphs of transmission/reflection signal as a function of wavelength and the temporal delay.
The temporal delay between the pump and probe pulses is achieved by the motion of the
translational stage in the probe beam path in relation to the standard excitation optical path. The
accuracy of resolution of translation state allows the calculation of 𝑡0 with a femtosecond time
scale. It should be noted that because of the dispersion effects of the non-linear generated white
light in the YAG crystal, different wavelengths follow different optical path lengths and this
causes that the various wavelengths have 𝑡0 at different translational stage position.
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3.2.1 Transmission/Reflection measurements for Gallium
Arsenide
The differential transmission is calculated as below:
∆𝑇
𝑇

=

𝑇 − 𝑇0
𝑇0

(3.1)

Where 𝑇 is the measure of transmission signal with the presence of the pump
pulse, which excites the sample and 𝑇0 is the transmission signal without the
existence of pump excitation in the sample.

The differential reflection is calculated as below:
∆𝑅
𝑅

=

𝑅 − 𝑅0
𝑅0

(3.2)

Where 𝑅 is the measure of reflection signal with the presence of the pump pulse,
which excites the sample and 𝑅0 is the reflection signal without the existence of
pump excitation in the sample.

Carrier dynamics in GaAs
Firstly, the pump beam hits the sample at 400 nm (3.1 eV) thus there are direct transitions with
electrons and holes generated at the L and Γ valleys as shown in the figure 3.3 (red arrows).
Electrons photo-generated at the Γ valley and they couple to higher energy states thus they create
secondary excitation named as free carrier absorption effect. This excitation result negative
change in transmission signal, which is followed by electrons scattering in X valley (inter-valley
scattering) and occurs on around 1 ps time scale.
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At the L valley the already photo-generated electrons have no coupling into higher energy states
therefore their contribution to the differential transmission is negligible until they scattered into
the Γ valley where they will coupled into higher energy states, with time scale of 6-10 ps. The
coupling causes negative change in transmission signal. The carriers scattered from the L valley
to Γ valley are not able to scatter to X valley because they are at lower energy states, however in
longer time scale they will decay to the bottom of the conduction band and recombine with holes
and leading the system to equilibrium. It should be noted that in all processes the carriers travel
into surface states. This process is more observable in reflection which occurs close to the
surface of the sample, in transmission this process is negligible since the effects occur in the rest
of the material are more significant.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of carrier processes.
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Total IR white light, reflection/transmission measurement without the
presence of pump beam
Before the pump-probe measurements for differential transmission/reflection the total IR white
light passing through the experimental set up and arriving on the CCD array without the presence
of the pump beam and sample, is measured as shown in figure (red line). It should be noted that
this graph is on a logarithmic scale and presents the total IR white light as a function of
wavelength. The white light signal is measured as a number of counts which is the number of
photons arriving on the CCD array. The maximum number of counts is around 65000 because
afterwards the signal is saturated.
This measurement is followed by another measurement of reflection (𝑅0 ) and transmission (𝑇0 )
signal caused by the sample without the appearance of the pump beam. As seen in the figure 3.4
until around 860 nm the transmission signal is close to zero since is the photon energy is greater
than the energy gap of the sample (𝐸𝑝ℎ > 𝐸𝑔 ). This is in agreement with previous finding on the
band gap of the GaAs being at 870 nm. Also, when the photon energy is greater than the energy
band gap, absorption occurs due to the carriers excitation. Furthermore, it is observed that for
greater wavelengths (smaller photon energy) the transmission increases because the
semiconductor’s energy gap is greater (𝐸𝑔 > 𝐸𝑝ℎ ). When the photon energy is smaller than the
gap energy given to the carriers is insufficient and no absorption takes place. There
measurements are used in order to calculate the differential reflection/transmission signal (eq 3.1,
3.2).
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of total IR white light, transmission/reflection signal measurements
without the pump beam presence.
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Transmission measurements on intrinsic GaAs
The differential transmission data in the case of intrinsic GaAs is illustrated in Figure 3.5 as a
function of the wavelength and optical path delay between the pump and the probe. The
experimental measurements cover a range of 70 ps following excitation at t=0. As shown the
transmission signal is negative.

Figure 3.5: Differential Transmission of intrinsic GaAs– 3D graph

The differential transmission at several wavelengths as a function of time delay between the
pump and the probe is shown in Figure 3.6. It is seen that in the beginning there is a quick
absorption around 1ps and at this moment a negative change in transmission is presented in the
figure. This happens because the probe beam generates low energy photons which give extra
energy to the free carriers thus a sizeable number of carriers is exited to the conduction band via
the pump beam while the probe beam creates secondary absorption of the carriers at higher
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energy states. This corresponds to the positive change of absorption and implies a negative
change in the transmission signal. Afterwards, there is a sharp rise in the signal, which turns the
transmission signal into less negative due to carriers scattering in side valleys. Subsequently, the
transmission signal is getting again negative due to the secondary excitation of the carriers
scattered in the side valley causing once again the free carrier absorption effect. The carriers
which are not able to scattered since they are at lower energy states they will eventually
recombine with holes and return the system to equilibrium (around 50 ps timescale).

Figure 3.6: Differential transmission as a function of delay for each wavelength – 2D graph

Different wavelengths equal to different energy states. The equation for photon energy is
E=h*v/λ, where E is the photon energy, h the Planck constant and c the speed of light. As shown
from the photon energy equation, when the wavelength increases the energy decreases. Figure
3.6 shows that at longer wavelength the differential transmission gets more negative. This is due
to the carriers leaving the energy states for delays Δt > 0, and so fewer carriers are excited by the
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probe beam. This ensures that there is lower (more negative) density of energy states at greater
wavelengths. In order to recognise better the details of the 3D graph, Figure 3.5, there is a 2D
illustration of the differential transmission as a function of wavelength for different time delays
between the pump and the probe, see Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Differential transmission as a function of wavelength for different time delays –
2D graph
Normalized differential transmission dependence with temporal delay is presented in Figure 3.8
and in Figure 3.9 with the performance of exponential fitting for the selected wavelengths of
1000 nm and 1600 nm via the scientific data analysis software OriginPro. Single exponential
decay is enough to describe the decay behaviour of the photo-generated carriers (eq.3.3).
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Signal exponential decay function is given as follow:
y = 𝑦0 + 𝐴1 𝑒

−

𝑥
𝑡1

(3.3)

Where the parameter 𝑦0 is set to zero in order to know how fast/slow the relaxation process
occurs at each occasion. Where 𝐴1 is the percentage of carriers having lifetime 𝑡1 .

Figure 3.8: Normalized transmission

Figure 3.9: Normalized transmission

as a function of time delay for the

as a function of time delay for the

wavelength of 1000 nm.

wavelength of 1600 nm.

The data obtained from the graphs above are, the time for free carrier absorption effect, which is
the time that the carriers need to excite to higher energy states in the same band (secondary
excitation) (𝑡1 ), the time needed for the carriers to scatter in side valleys (𝑡2 ) and also the time to
create secondary excitation in the side valley due to coupling to higher energy states (free carrier
absorption) (𝑡3 ), the following decays lead the carriers to equilibrium (see figure). These times
have a specific place on the transmission graph as illustrated in figure 3.10. Furthermore, a
femtosecond pulse is shown in the figure in order to see how quickly the pulse is given to the
system compared to the processes of the carriers.
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The data obtained from figures 3.8 and 3.9 are gathered and presented in table 1. What is
common in the differential transmission change is the sharp increase or decrease of transmission
at times close to zero that is followed by relaxation of carriers and a recovery to equilibrium. For
probing wavelengths into the IR region (λ=1000 nm -1700 nm), strong negative signal is
detected, which as the probing wavelength increases the transmission signal is getting more
negative.

Figure 3.10: Normalized differential transmission and femtosecond pulse as a function of optical
delay for 1000 nm.

Table 1 consists of all the information collected from the normalized graphs for each
wavelength.

More

detailed,

𝑡1

is

the

free

carrier

absorption

effect’s

duration,

𝑡2 is the time duration needed for the carriers to scattered in side valleys, 𝑡3 is the time duration
needed for the carriers to have free carrier absorption effect in the side valley.
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𝑡1
0.63 ps

λ=1000 nm
𝑡2
0.73 ps

𝑡3
1.45 ps

𝑡1
0.70 ps

λ=1600 nm
𝑡2
1.76 ps

𝑡3
2.20 ps

Table 1: Data for the time processes in the intrinsic GaAs, for transmission.

Reflection measurements on intrinsic GaAs
The differential reflection data for intrinsic GaAs will be analysed in this section. In Figure 3.11
differential reflection is presented in a 3D graph, as a function of wavelength and temporal delay
between the pump and the probe. The experimental measurements cover a range of 70 ps
following excitation at t=0. Mostly the change of reflection signal is negative as a consequence
to the free carrier absorption effect. It can be seen that as the wavelength is getting longer the
reflection signal is getting more negative.

Figure 3.11: Differential reflection as a function of wavelength and time delay – 3D graph
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For better study, the differential reflection as a function of the optical path delay for different
wavelengths is illustrated in the figure 3.12. It is noticed that the general signal response is a
sharp rise in the signal, mostly negative, following by a slower decay towards equilibrium.
Around Δt = 0 a large number of carriers is generated and an ultrafast excitation is followed and
as a consequence the reflection signal is getting more negative. Negative change in reflection
signal corresponds to positive change in absorption. As in the transmission part, while the probe
wavelength is increasing the differential reflection is getting more negative until around 1400 nm
and then is getting less negative until 1650 nm. Furthermore, it is seen that as the decay is getting
greater (Δt > 0) the reflection signal is getting less negative due to the slow relaxation of carriers
driving the system towards equilibrium. The dependence of differential reflection and optical
path decay is shown in figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Differential reflection as a function of delay for different wavelengths.
The maximum reflection signal is noticed around 1400 nm and the minimum at 1700 nm. That is
because at 1700 nm were fewer carriers to be excited than in the other energy states.
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Figure 3.13: Differential reflection as a function of wavelength for different delays.

Normalized differential transmission dependence with temporal delay is presented in Figure 3.14
and in Figure 3.15 with the performance of exponential fitting for the selected wavelengths of
1000 nm and 1600 nm. Single exponential decay is enough to describe the decay behaviour of
the photo-generated carriers (eq.3.3).
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Figure 3.14: Normalized reflection

Figure 3.15: Normalized reflection

as a function of time delay for the

as a function of time delay for the

wavelength of 1000 nm.

wavelength of 1600 nm.

The data obtained from figures 3.14 and 3.15 are gathered and presented in table 2. What is
common in the differential reflection changes is the sharp increase or decrease of reflection at
times close to zero that is followed by relaxation of careers and a recovery to equilibrium. For
probing wavelengths into the IR region (λ=1000 nm - 1700 nm), strong negative signal is
detected, which as the probing wavelength increases the reflection signal is getting more
negative.
The data gathered from the graphs above are: the time that the carriers are excited to higher
energy states creating secondary excitations and causing the free carrier absorption effect (𝑡1 )
and the time needed for the carriers to scatter in side valleys (𝑡2 ), see figure 3.16. These times
have a specific place on the reflection graph as illustrated in figure 3.16. Additionally, a
femtosecond pulse is shown in the figure in order to see how quickly the pulse is given to the
system compared to the processes of the carriers. Table 2 consists of all these information
collected from the differential reflection normalized graphs for each wavelength.
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Figure 3.16: Normalized differential reflection as a function of the delay for 1000 nm, in the figure
is also included a femtosecond pulse.

λ=1000 nm
𝑡1
1.29 ps

λ=1600 nm
𝑡2
2.24 ps

𝑡1
1.95 ps

𝑡2
3.71 ps

Table 2: Data for the time processes in intrinsic GaAs, for reflection.

The temporary change in reflectivity at 1000 nm after ultrashort optical pump excitation at 400
nm is initially negative, resulting to a positive change in absorption and then relaxes to
equilibrium. This reveals free carrier absorption effect, for 1.29 ps since the free carrier
contribution is initially greater. As the system transforms carrier scattering becomes more
dominant with 2.24 ps rise time and causing a less negative change in reflection signal. At 1600
nm the free carrier absorption duration is almost the same as in 1000 nm but the rise time is
greater, a possible explanation could be that the rise time is greater because the carrier population
is bigger in 1600 nm than in 1000 nm and this results to a slower relaxation of 3.71 ps.
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Reflection measurements on GaAs – p-doped
In this section, reflection measurements are gathered for p-doped GaAs. The experimental
measurements cover a range of 70 ps following excitation at t=0. It should be noted that for pdoped GaAs weren’t any measurements for transmission signal once the transmission signal was
absorbed by the defects of p-doped. Furthermore, in this part will be a presentation of 3D graph
consist the differential reflection as a function of the time delay between the pump and probe and
as a function of wavelength, as shown in figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Differential reflection as a function of time delay and wavelength – 3D graph
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The general response of the signal is a negative change in differential reflection in the beginning
which is followed by a less negative change until equilibrium. A better study is achieved with the
illustration of the 3D graph to a 2D graph in order to see better the dependence of reflection
signal as a function of the optical path delay for different wavelengths; this graph is presented in
figure 3.18. As presented in figure 3.18, as the wavelength increases the differential reflection
change is getting more negative until the maximum value of reflectivity which is around
1400nm-1500 nm.

Figure 3.18: Differential reflection as a function of the optical delay for different
wavelengths – 2D graph
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Figure 3.19: Differential reflection as a function of wavelength for different time delays –
2D graph.

Normalized differential transmission dependence with temporal delay is presented in Figure 3.20
and in Figure 3.21 with the performance of exponential fitting for the selected wavelengths of
1000 nm and 1600 nm. The appropriate exponential to describe adequately the experimental data
is the single exponential (eq.3.3)
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Figure 3.20: Normalized reflection

Figure 3.21: Normalized reflection

as a function of time delay for the

as a function of time delay for the

wavelength of 1000 nm.

wavelength of 1600 nm.

The data exited from the figures: 3.20 and 3.21 are gathered and presented in table 3. The Table
3 consists, all the important times of carrier processes collected from the differential reflection
normalized graphs for each wavelength.
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Figure 3.22: Normalized differential reflection as a function of the delay for 1000 nm, in the figure
is also included a femtosecond pulse.

λ=1000 nm
𝑡1
1.26 ps

λ=1600 nm
𝑡2
2.05 ps

𝑡1
1.36 ps

𝑡2
3.53 ps

Table 3: Data for the time processes in pdoped GaAs, for reflection.

As mentioned before the general appearance of the signal is a sharp negative change of the
differential reflection which is followed by equilibrium. Moreover, as the photo-excited carriers
relax to the available energy states of the material, there is a probability that the probing pulse
will re-excite them to higher energy states if these are available. As in the reflection for intrinsic
GaAs, when Δt ≈ 0 a large number of carriers is generated and an ultrafast excitation is followed
(at 1000 nm t1=1.26 ps). As a consequence, the reflection signal is getting more negative due to
the free carrier absorption effect. Negative change in reflection signal corresponds to positive
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change in absorption. For Δt >0 the reflection signal is getting less negative (figure 3.19) due to
the carriers scattering in side valleys (at 1000 nm t2=2.05 ps) and at greater time delays carriers
driving the system towards equilibrium. Afterwards, as the system recovers towards equilibrium,
the photogenerated carriers distribute themselves along the energy states that are normally
unoccupied under equilibrium conditions [27]. Also, it should be noted that the size of the
induced absorption signal is affected by the density of states and the population of carriers
present at the energy state being probed.
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Conclusion
The experimental technique used in this dissertation has the advantage over the typical pump
probe technique to collect data (for transmission/reflection) over a wide range of wavelengths in
one run using a dispersion prism and a fast CCD array. A typical pump probe set up needs days
to take measurements for several wavelengths as opposed to the spectroscopic pump probe set up
which needs only a few minutes. These measurements were taken in dependence of optical
delay between the pump and the probe for several wavelengths for the light spectra 900nm –
1.6μm.
In this work, experimental measurements of the differential transmission and differential
reflection for intrinsic and p-doped GaAs are accomplished in order to investigate the carrier
dynamics of the semiconductor. Following ultrafast pulse excitation at 3.1 eV (400 nm), below
the band gap of GaAs which is 1.44 eV, there is a direct transition with electrons and holes. After
this electron-hole generation the electrons are transferred to higher energy states in the same
valley thus the free carrier absorption effect occurs (at 1000 nm t1=0.63 ps) and causes negative
change in transmission. Afterwards, there is a fast recover due to carriers being scattered to side
valleys due to vibrational modes (at 1000 nm t2=0.73 ps). The scattered carriers can undergo
secondary excitation in the same valley and there are detected as a negative change in
transmission (at 1000 nm t3=1.45 ps). The general appearance for differential reflection is quite
different since secondary excitation in the side valley from the scattered electrons does not occur
in this occasion but all the other processes are the same (free carrier absorption and carrier
scattering to side valleys). After all these carrier dynamics the system is recovering to
equilibrium due to carrier’s recombination (around 50-55 ps time scale).
To summarize, the carrier dynamics were investigated through the ultrafast spectroscopic pump
probe set up combined with data analysis. Also, is seen that for GaAs p-doped were
measurements only for differential reflection since the transmission signal was absorbed by the
defects of p-doped. Lastly, this work illustrates the practicality of femtosecond spectroscopic
pump probe technique in comparison with the typical one.
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